
Sir Ferrett has a Birthday at Miami 

After SIR FERRETT’S big statement at last week’s extravaganza we all gathered at the end of the 
road expecting an event to surpass a Run that scored 10/10 in all departments

The wary Pack were muttering - Can he do that? Will he fail? Will he succeed? Will he turn up? 
What will we eat?

In a short while all became clear.

Firstly SIR FERRETT, who even before he was knighted was a noted Run setter and foodie 
brought the Pack to attention. 

Next, he was kind enough to explained to Geographically Challenged Hashmen that the east was 
wet and West was dry - just in case.

Off we went with East on our left - no -right. This meant we were going North. After some 
hundreds of metres a quick left turn West  to the highway where the Runners left us Walkers to 
fend for our selves and they continued West away from the noisy surf. The Walkers strolled to the 
Miami pub where there was a gathering of politically correct cross dressers - maybe last 
weekend’s beaten finalists in the Rugby League local comp?

Then the challenging North Burleigh Bluff and down to the overflowing Bucket of Birthday Beers. 

Yes, they are back!!


Important discussion whilst awaiting the return of the 
Runners


The Runners struggled in as much as 30 minuets later along with more serious Walkers.

Last Runner - BallBag.


Quickly the hare and his assistant KB presented Little Boys with their condoms burst, followed by 
Asian delights that SPV claimed credit for later.

This was followed by an excellent chicken with salad and toasted breadsticks. Dessert of 
chocolate and/or lemon cake with Banana custard rounded off an excellent meal. This shows 
what a resourceful Hare can achieve on a tight budget with little work prior. Would it be enough to 
achieve 10/10 or better?

Weekly and I shared a lovely red that the BoozeMasters had sourced, finishing it just prior to 
dessert.

The GM politely asked us to put away the furniture and called the Circle to order.

Run Report: Pepe announced a Lovely Run, Prick of a Hill and 7.5/10.

Walk Report: Circumference offered that the Run was well marked, He also mentioned the Hill to 
Home. 8.5/10

Nosh: Sir Two Dogs, just back from a study tour of food on luxury cruise ships around Europe 
elicited that this was the standard he had come to expect over his recent weeks of selfless 
investigations and enduring buffet queues. He enjoyed two choice of entree, nervous carrots and 
celery. 9.5/10.




Our Hare came forward and congratulated his helper 
KB.


Pictured below - our Marathon Riders.

13 km down and 13 to go after a skinful!





Next was our RA, SPV: 

Returnees: 
•BLUECARD - from France and Canada brought 
back a Hash Splash for our GM.

•STD - from Scandinavia told of 6 foot sheilas 
without tops and gave GM a picture to prove it.

•ROCKHARD- had no gift as he had been 
cruising GC medical establishments. Go Hard 

RockHard!

•NASTY did the Down Down introduction


NASTY and NOW LOVED discussing playing State of Origin for Maroons


ROCKHARD and friends




SIR Ferrett was again called in for a Down Down. The fun never stops when you have a Birthday.


RA made further mention of the Spring Rolls and his crisis averting role in their delivery  - another 
Down Down for SIR FERRETT by KB.


RA also revealed a letter to the Editor of the Bulletin describing the Broadwater as being awash 
with AvGas and Red Breasted Bee Eaters being overwhelmed in their only habitat.

SBENDS stepped forward for his DOWN DOWN.


POW: Holder SWOLLEN COLON with the Prick blazing light asked all the 6 Sirs present to 
consider an exemption to hand the POW back to Last Weeks Holder. After consideration this was 
granted 

and …..SBENDS again became the proud holder again for his lambasting of the good guys at 
Seaworld - SC’s opinion.

The BoozeMasters chimed in with their POW tune.


Charge: SBENDS in turn castigated COLON. Seemingly COLON dispensed with the planned 
stripper which could have resulted in a 12/10 Run. Apparently she was not able to get leave from 
her nursing home.


Jokes: BALLBAG had one about Bagpipes at 2.30 in the morning. And another similar to his last 
week’s success but this time including a dead dog and a swerving car. Where does he get them?

GM had a scuba joke.


RA suggested a collection for Cumsmoke as ciggies are now $1.50 each.


GM took over with another pitch for The Addams Family. There is now a meal at an Indian 
restaurant {Bombay Affair] suggested prior. Check the website.


NWR: FOXTROT @ Cheltenham Oval, Robina.


End of Circle by SIR FERRETT celebrating his 79th. 

Miami Beach 

 
Miami Beach occupies the southern one kilometre beach between North and South Nobby. Founded in 1946, 
the Miami Beach Surf Life Saving Club was once known as the Ipswich Railway Surf Life Saving Club. 

Keep Going!! 




